
I am one of the largest animals in the world.

I have large, �oppy ears. I pick my food with

my long nose. My teeth are continuously

growing, and I use  them to dig for food and

water and strip bark from trees. I never 

forget.  Who am I?

I do not have limbs, and my whole body is

covered with scales. I �ick my forked tongue

to smell my prey. I can inject poison with my

bite. I swallow my prey whole.  Who am I? 

I have a bushy tail, and a black mask of fur

covers my eye area. I am a nocturnal animal.

My diet consists of cherries, apples, acorns,

berries, frogs, !sh, insects, rodents, and bird

eggs. Who am I?

I am a marsupial, and I have a pouch on my

belly to cradle my baby. I hop and jump on

my hind legs. My muscular tail helps me

balance. I chew on grasses, �owers, leaves,

ferns, moss, herbs, and shrubs. Who am i?

I am called “the king of the jungle”. I have strong

legs to run and pounce, sharp claws to

hold prey, and super - sharp teeth to tear the

�esh of my prey. My paws are padded so I can

creep up slowly behind smaller animals and

hunt them down for food. Who am I?

I am “the smartest animal on the planet”. I

walk on two legs. I eat plants as well as meat.

Unlike other animals, I can even cultivate

food and domesticate other animals for my

needs. Who am I?
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Elephant - Herbivore Snake - Carnivore

I am one of the largest animals in the world.

I have large, �oppy ears. I pick my food with

my long nose. My teeth are continuously

growing, and I use  them to dig for food and

water and strip bark from trees. I never 

forget.  Who am I?

I do not have limbs, and my whole body is

covered with scales. I �ick my forked tongue

to smell my prey. I can inject poison with my

bite. I swallow my prey whole.  Who am I? 

Raccoon - Omnivore Kangaroo - Herbivore

I have a bushy tail, and a black mask of fur

covers my eye area. I am a nocturnal animal.

My diet consists of cherries, apples, acorns,

berries, frogs, !sh, insects, rodents, and bird

eggs. Who am I?

I am a marsupial, and I have a pouch on my

belly to cradle my baby. I hop and jump on

my hind legs. My muscular tail helps me

balance. I chew on grasses, �owers, leaves,

ferns, moss, herbs, and shrubs. Who am i?

 Lion - Carnivore Human - Omnivore

I am called “the king of the jungle”. I have strong

legs to run and pounce, sharp claws to

hold prey, and super - sharp teeth to tear the

�esh of my prey. My paws are padded so I can

creep up slowly behind smaller animals and

hunt them down for food. Who am I?

I am “the smartest animal on the planet”. I

walk on two legs. I eat plants as well as meat.

Unlike other animals, I can even cultivate

food and domesticate other animals for my

needs. Who am I?
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